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Many fronts form up in Filiz Klassen’s weathering architecture. there 

are the cumulus of discourses about nature, whether force or construct, 

expressed through technology, architecture, and literature. Karen Barad 

(2007) helps us to understand that the ‘common-sense’ view of nature 

is continually entangled in the theoretical and experimental practices 

that mark its description, as is human society. hence even if nature is 

independent of human control, there are no human-independent discov-

eries about nature, ‘there are cultural and natural causes for knowledge 

claims’ (ibid., 40).1 the watershed is our contemporary urgency about 

the extent to which change in earth and atmosphere lie beyond or within 

human agency. 

weathering’s molecules vitalize concepts of ‘responsive architecture.’ 

the idea of responsiveness is drawn into the eye of the storm of digital 

media and interactive systems—buildings become transformative ‘liv-

ing architectures,’ increasingly formed from materials that combine car-

bon and silicon substances, that are ‘smart’ as well as passively engaged 

in changes wrought from without and within.2 Klassen helpfully reminds 

us that, well before electronics, building materials have a discursive rela-

tionship with nature. through articulate and fulsome design that gath-

ers from the volatile actuality of weather, ‘materials in architecture are 

capable of responding to thermal, luminous, acoustical energy fields’ 

(Klassen 2006, 256–269).3 in its warm front, weathering architecture 

calls up the body’s ample sensorium, moving us away from vision as 

the dominant field of investigation and instrumentation to sound, tactil-

ity, temperature, and the barometric measurement of moisture, and the 

impact of these on skin, smell and all sensation. 

1 Karen Barad. Meeting the Universe Half Way: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and 

Meaning. (Durham and London: Duke university Press, 2007), 40.

2 During the late 1990s, through to 2002, the Banff new Media institute held a series of summits that 

united architects, artists, computer scientists, biologists, designers, and earth scientists, entitled 

Living architecture; growing things and emotional architecture. these were documented in Leonardo 

online and are available through the BnMi archives. www.banffcentre.ca/bnmi.

3 Filiz Klassen. “From the Bazaar to Space architecture,” Textile: Journal of Cloth and Culture,

v.4, issue 3, (Fall, 2006): 256-269.
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34 35responsiveness and weathering then lead us to stormy weather—the 

‘performance’ — of materials, buildings, natural forces, and humans, in 

relation to materials, spaces, and processes. Sean hanna describes such 

performance as the ‘[a]bility of materials to alter themselves at all points 

in response to changing external physical loads or have dynamic prop-

erties.’ in this scenario, buildings through their materials, can ‘learn to 

improve performance.’ (hanna 2006)4 however Klassen clouds such 

rational scope for architectural performance, upgrading it to ‘peformativ-

ity,’ allowing considerations of emergence and chance to counter predict-

ability. ‘Performativity’ is the often-unconscious expression of habitus in 

human terms (speech acts, whether linguistic or gestural, occur in the 

moment, not always with conscious thought) or systems in complexity 

theory (where the sum is other than the parts). hoffman and Jonas (2005) 

further describe the performative turn as re-engaging the body. as an 

analytic tool performativity mixes an awareness of the role of mediation 

with a phenomenological interest in process (Schechner 2002, 110).5 

Such meanings reveal tensions within design methods as much as mod-

ern science, philosophy and systems design. these tracings of utter-

ances and affect are constantly interpolated within artificial and natural 

forces and their dynamics. atmosphere implies as much emotion, expe-

rience, and presence as weather systems as they surround, penetrate, 

and transform Klassen’s ‘weathering.’ Poets, searching for metre, have 

long felt the rhythmic pull of weather systems. they have laboured to 

catch the upswing of a fresh breeze, the pattern of pattering rain, or the 

scent of sun-baked earth. Poetic structure provides a resource through 

which to filter Klassen’s water systems.6

virtual architecture by artists and architects in the last part of the 20th 

century allowed an exploration of concepts, often whimsical, that could 

only be modeled and built in cyberspace. Sometimes these explored 

dimensions, and other times, the tensile or massing qualities of materi-

als did not yet exist. now the malleability of materials, 3D modeling sys-

tems and simulations allow the realization of a new performative material 

aesthetics that meld with the exigency of sustainable practices and the 

pleasures of tangible interfaces and things, irrevocably interwoven with 

the automated qualities of the virtual. this front brings with it elisions 

4 Sean hanna. “responsive Material/responsive Structure,” in Responsive Architectures. Philip 

Beesley, Sashiko hirosue, Jim ruxton, Marion trankle & Camille turner (waterloo: riverside 

architectural Press, 2006).

5 richard Schechner, Performance Studies: An introduction (new york: routledge, 2002), 110.

6 Patrick Clancy, an artist, architect, and software designer built a Java program that gathers local 

news stories, processes these through an algorithm extracted from real-time weather in that region, 

and produces poetic texts with the structure of weather.

of art and architecture—scale, monumentality, theory, actualization, 

reproducibility, and uniqueness, terms befuddled by ‘artihitects’7 such 

as Klassen and Diller + Scofidio. they use art-making, and the theatri-

cal (for example Diller + Scofidio’s project Jet Lag created with Douglas 

Cooper and the wooster group), to help them understand problems in 

space, time and nature. Created for the Swiss expo in 2002, they con-

jured the Blur Building, a whirling, cloud-like lake pavilion entirely envel-

oped in mist, which featured contemporary media art. they also provided 

responsive raincoats for visitors, in order to inject a depth of experience 

and feeling.

this brings us to the final front, that of attitude. we live in an extended 

age of anxiety about climate change. Some simply state that it is the near 

end of the human world, with a few survivalists able to remain. others 

call for an accelerated adoption of green technologies, skinning, and 

the rapid implementation of all manner of new energy sources. Climate 

change artists reflect such despair and hope. David Buckland documents 

the impacts of global warming on arctic ice. edward Burtynsky and oth-

ers have relentlessly shown us the impact of environmental degradation 

and pollution on earth. aesthetics of this new and threatening sublime, 

of nature violated, deadened and resurrected as the living dead—the 

brilliance of chemical colors, of new strange foliages—offers both warn-

ing and strange beauty. 

Klassen is an architect, artist, and performance dramaturge—she moves 

to a different calling. She genuinely seeks new systems that at the same 

time allow a more direct aesthetic of engagement with weathering, its 

beauty, its threat, its affective impact on mood and place. She will har-

vest rain water, snow, and sun as materials. She is intrigued and engaged 

with the vast potential of digital, green technologies and new materials. 

She sees that new ‘weathering’ systems must fold into old, for reasons 

of pragmatic viability and to carry the beauty of building materials and 

forms. her design prototypes are also artworks, acting as discursive and 

aesthetic interventions—a strong current within an artistic, architec-

tural, and literary engagement with weather that spans many centuries, 

an imaginative voltaic vault that gathers as it repels, transforming mate-

riality and sensibility.

7 My term.



introDuCtion

as we see in the successful examples of sustainable buildings, the 

surrounding natural elements and energy resources such as water, 

sunlight, wind, and soil can be integral to a building’s design, tech-

nology, and operation. Further, materials research offers a new kind of 

responsiveness to the environmental conditions. Buildings or structures 

that move with wind forces to achieve better material and building per-

formance, well-engineered structures that actively resist earthquakes, 

and building materials that capture and emit light when needed—or 

become hydrophilic (water permeable) or hydrophobic (water resistant) 

based on the moisture levels—are being researched in architecture as 

well as allied fields (Klassen 2006, 122–135).1

this body of work suggests that the embedded or enhanced properties 

of building materials can reveal, harness, and transform the weather ele-

ments and release the energy that can be gathered from them when 

necessary. wind pressure, light waves, rain, and snowfall can have an 

impact on the appearance, luminosity, and heating/cooling capabili-

ties of a building’s skin. these newly conceived materials can also offer 

moments of experience that transcend the distant view of weather into 

an authentic observation that is perceived by a city’s inhabitants with the 

passing of time, daily or seasonally. this approach to materiality in archi-

tecture can enhance our perceptions of changing weather conditions and 

make us more aware of weather patterns in relation to climate change. 

new materials, therefore, have the potential to offer both an engineered 

efficiency and enhanced perceptual awareness to climate change.

1 Filiz Klassen, “Malleable Matter: transparent, Lightweight & Malleable” in Transportable Environments 

III, edited by Filiz Klassen and robert Kronenburg. (London: Spon Press, 2006), 122-135.

arChiteCture anD weather ConteXt

the form and language of architecture has changed drastically in the 

last century. however its primary function, although it has come a long 

way since mankind started building millennia ago, has not changed much 

in principle. architecture provides a ‘place’ and much-desired sealed 

shelter from the weather elements (Figure 1 & 2). Buildings are con-

structed as static entities and are expected to remain in their original 

state for decades, regardless of the changes in the surrounding natural 

environment. 

in most large urban centres, weather is perceived as more of a nuisance, 

something that should not affect our busy lives (Figure 3). as inhabitants 

of urban or suburban enclaves, we seem to notice weather only when 

there are extreme conditions and calamities. in toronto, complaints 

about snow (or lack of it), slush, freezing rain, heat and humidity, pot-

holes, and brownouts seem insignificant in comparison to the deadly 

weather reported by media from elsewhere in the world. in the age of 

global warming and weather extremes, climate—as an abstract notion 

or through predictions of its near and distant future—has now become a 

highly politicized ecological issue, as well as a source of everyday conve

rsation, complaint, superstition, scientific exploration, and media hype. 

the popular media in particular often issue proclamations that are rife 

with doomsday messages and hopelessness.

we know a lot about the pattern of transportation, trade, and urban 

development in toronto but very little about the past and future effects, 

if any, of water, land, air, and climate on architectural development. the 

city’s name, originally derived from the Mohawk term ‘tkaranto,’ meaning 

‘trees standing in the water,’ shows a connection to the its lost natural 

ecology—although the more commonly cited (and inaccurate) meaning 

of the word, ‘the meeting place,’ speaks more about its current com-

mercial reality (wilcox et al. 2007, 73). 2 i find this lost meaning quite a 

poignant illustration of what i am advocating in terms of architecture 

2 alana wilcox, Christina Palassio and Jonny Dovercourt,Towards a Sustainable Toronto,  

(toronto: Coach house Books, 2007), 73.



38 39and its connection to its natural environment. how a building will sustain 

itself over its lifespan and respond to the elements—the soil, water, air, 

wind, and sun—can be forgotten or ignored. 

in large urban centres or suburban sprawl, will global warming or climate 

change continue to be a distant phenomenon experientially?. if weather 

is the last vestige of nature in the city, will we continue to complain about 

it more than ever, despite our troubling and obvious contribution to its 

change? if we accept the impact of our urban habitats on the local/global 

climate, will we still appear reluctant to acknowledge the often silent con-

sequences that built environments contribute to weather conditions? 

increasingly, and at unprecedented rates, built environments rely on 

mechanical systems and use of energy from fossil fuels to keep function-

ing at optimal physical condition, temperature, and lighting levels. a build-

ing’s demand for energy begins with the acquisition of material resources 

required for its construction, continues (especially for its air handling and 

lighting requirements) during its use and upkeep, and concludes with its 

demolition and, when possible, recycling/reuse of its materials.

Because we rely on non-renewable energy sources such as coal, oil, natu-

ral gas, propane, and nuclear power for heating, cooling, ventilating, and 

lighting spaces (as well as for use of equipment and appliances), built 

environments are responsible for 40–50% of greenhouse emissions. By 

using the discussion of material innovations and their relevance in archi-

tecture, my personal investigation is derived from a desire to celebrate 

and sustain various conditions of the atmosphere and propose a design 

tool to implement changes in our attitude towards the conception of 

buildings and their energy consumption.

given the context of social and environmental changes we are living with 

(in my case in toronto although similar issues can be generalized for 

much of the world’s urban centres), there can be no doubt that archi-

tecture has to concern itself with reducing its impact on the natural 

environment and its energy dependency—and not just with form, func-

tion, aesthetics, and technology. i feel that current architectural debate 

in toronto has to be subverted from its focus on much aestheticized 

mega-cultural infrastructure projects by star architects towards specu-

lations about how we may be building in the near and distant future. 

a new way to think about architecture as a ‘responsive construct,’ i.e. 

buildings that change with time and weather elements, rather than 

remaining as static entities, is proposed to take built environments out-

side the domain of ugly and beautiful and provide a tool to address the 

bigger climate issues. this suggestion does not imply that we lose sight 

of architecture as a cultural artifact, but rather advocates developing 

a new language of architecture along with its criticism that deals with 

the immediate resources of a city without the depletion of the local and 

global ecology. 

By designing with, rather than avoiding, elements of weather such as 

snow, rain, light, and wind, i believe that we can create an architectural 

practice that is responsive and responsible. this approach can enhance 

our multi-sensory experiences and make us more aware of weather as 

a contributing factor to city life, rather than something to work against. 

exploration of architectural issues within this context could provide an 

opportunity to re-examine our ideas of shelter and climate, change and 

permanence, and contribute to the debate about the future of architec-

ture—in toronto, and in a global context.

Figure 1. university avenue, Snow and a high-rise building on university avenue. Figure 2. raindrops on  
a glass-clad skyscraper. Figure 3. Spadina avenue, a typical streetscape in toronto.



41a new aPProaCh to MateriaLity in arChiteCture

research shows that developments in materials sciences, and the 

transfer of technologies from the printing and electronics industries, 

will help us make buildings that better respond to their environmental 

conditions. 

the materials research and developments in architecture can be sum-

marized in two distinct approaches. the first approach emphasizes new 

materials as something magical; a new material that does everything 

that is expected from a building skin. For example, Smartwrap™ r&D 

and prototypes developed by Kieran timberlake associates LLP (Kta) 

propose that a material such as Pet (polyethylene terephthalate, used 

for water bottles) possesses embedded technologies to provide weather 

protection, solar control, energy generation, information display, and 

power distribution. Smartwrap™ incorporates emerging technologies in 

heating, cooling, visual display, lighting, and energy collection onto its 

surface through a printing process that is similar to that of inkjet print-

ers. although Kta suggests that consumers could buy their building 

skin as an all-in-one package from their local home Depot store, given 

the consumer skepticism of technology-driven solutions and the low-

tech, hobby-driven, Diy approach advocated in these chain construction 

stores, it is very unlikely that this will happen (ibid.).1 

the second approach in materials research emphasizes innovations that 

are integrated to existing materials, such as brick, concrete, glass, and 

fabric, to improve their physical qualities and performance. a few well, 

known examples include photochromic or thermochromic films and 

plastics that change colour when exposed to uv light and with temper-

ature differences; dirt-proof glass with a titanium dioxide coating that 

does not allow raindrops to adhere to its surface; or fabrics with inte-

grated phase change materials that capture and emit heat when needed 

(Klassen 2008, 169–175) .3 this approach in research, despite the lack of 

a promise for mass-market application due to the very high cost, helps 

3 Filiz Klassen, “Malleable Matter: adaptable and responsive Space” in Mobile Nation, edited by 

Martha Ladly and Philip Beesley. (Cambridge: riverside architectural Press, 2008), 169–175.

me state that with embedded technologies a material’s properties can 

be enhanced to harvest, transfer, and release energy only when neces-

sary and implies a new kind energy efficiency.

i advocate that if we learn to work with various atmospheric conditions, 

materials in architecture can be conceptualized as dynamic matter that 

alter their behavior and are capable of responding to thermal, luminous, 

acoustical energy fields (Klassen Fall 2006, 256-269).4 Further, sensors 

embedded within the building skin that are capable of responding to 

changing stimuli from humidity levels, temperature fluctuations, and 

air pressure, as well as sound and light waves, can help create dynamic 

environments that remind people about the energy exchange between 

materials and the spaces occupy. in return, this approach to material-

ity can enhance our perceptions of the changing weather conditions 

and make us live more in tune with them, rather than simply relying on 

mechanical systems to keep buildings at steady lighting/temperature 

levels that in turn contribute to climate change. this way, the discus-

sion of built environments can be taken outside of the domain of ugly 

and beautiful and their association with static structure and form. we 

can visualize buildings as hot, cold, wet, dry, bright, dark, and malleable, 

thus emphasizing their performance and transformation with weather 

conditions (Figure 4). 

4 Filiz Klassen. “From the Bazaar to Space architecture,” Textile: Journal of Cloth and Culture,

v.4, issue 3, (Fall, 2006): 256-269.

Figure 4. thermal camera image showing surface temperature of buildings.



PrototyPeS

the following research/design investigations focus on material innova-

tions and their relevance in architecture as a design tool. the prototypes 

are derived from the desire to celebrate and sustain the changing con-

ditions of the atmosphere and make them resonate within the building 

fabric. these conceptual architectural ideas and prototypes are further 

developed as building canvases that allow weather elements to wash 

away, appear, disappear, reappear, reveal, scatter, accumulate, and 

transform. the design elements become part of our changing percep-

tion of the built environment over time, and are neither transportable nor 

permanent. the first-iteration prototypes are intended to remind people 

of the changes materials undergo with varying atmospheric conditions by 

revealing the processes of freezing, getting wet, reflecting/absorbing light, 

or moving around in the wind. the second iteration prototypes catch, 

collect, or restore the weather elements and lastly reuse them, thus con-

tributing to the regeneration and remittance of energy when needed.



Snow

winter down

now come 

the dark

starless

the snow

flowering

like lace …

soon

the snow

will lie

along

the lit

night street

and winter

white with

frost

the grass

…

(Kay 2003, “Power Failure”) 5

5 guy gavriel Kay, Beyond This Dark House: Poems (toronto: Penguin Canada, 2003), 74.  
Copyright guy gavriel Kay©, 2003. reprinted by permission of Penguin group (Canada), a Division of Pearson Canada inc. 



46Snow, the form of precipitation that appears when the water vapour in 

the air condenses and forms small ice crystals at temperatures less than 

0°C, can fall as flurries, blizzards, or snowstorms, depending on tempera-

ture and wind conditions. Snow can be in powder, freezing rain, hail, and 

sleet form and, once on the ground, can accumulate, blow, drift, freeze, 

or melt. the act of freezing/thawing over time forms a snow pack made 

of ice, slush, and crust on surfaces that it adheres to. the snowfall pro-

totype celebrates this activity of melting/re-freezing and is conceptu-

alized to form an insulating layer over building surfaces changing over 

time in appearance, volume, and opacity based on wind and air tempera-

tures. the net that snowfall generates produces thermal energy from 

the snow-pack and reduces the imbalance that cold, winter air mass can 

have on buildings (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Snowfall net



rain

Midnight storm. trees walking off across the fields in fury

naked in the spark of lightning.

i sit on the white porch on the brown hanging cane chair

coffee in my hand midnight storm midsummer night.

the past, friends and family, drift into the rain shower …

(ondaatje 1992, “Light”) 6

6 Michael ondaatje, The Cinnamon Peeler (toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992), 3.  
Copyright Michael ondaatje©, 1992. reprinted by permission of Michael ondaatje. 



50although the energy exchange between materials and the atmospheric 

substances is not visible to the eye, the differences in air temperature, 

pressure, and density affect the thermal, electrical, chemical, optical, 

and mechanical properties of materials and alter their physical quali-

ties. the following experiments with rain focus on visible effects of the 

energy exchange between water and fabric, from dry to wet (Figure 6).

water is absorbed into fabrics due to negative and positive bonds cre-

ated between water molecules and the molecules that make up the 

fibres. Plastic, teflon, or Silicon waterproofing coatings of architectural 

fabrics work on the principle of eliminating this bond with the fibres and 

thus rendering the material non-absorbent. 

the poetry prototype is conceptualized to combine hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic fabric surface structures. the base fabric contains many 

spikes and depressions at a microscopic level, similar to a lotus leaf, that 

allow the raindrops to form a sphere and roll away rather than adhere 

to the fabric. the overlay fabric that contains the text is conceptualized 

to have a hydrophilic surface structure that absorbs and accumulates 

the raindrops, thereby allowing the fabric to get wet and rendering the 

poetry visible (Figures 6 & 7). 

Similarly, the rain net fabric is conceptualized as a fine woven mesh with 

a hydrophobic surface structure to guide and accumulate raindrops for 

potable water use in the building (Figure 8). 

the next phase of investigations integrates the rain-collecting mesh 

with LeD lighting and pressure sensors that are activated with rainfall 

(Figure 9). these exercises not only illuminate the activity of rain collec-

tion but also compensate low luminosity levels on cloudy and rainy days. 

energy to power the LeDs may come from surface-integrated photovol-

taic cells, though the ability to generate power from rain’s kinetic energy 

is still being investigated.

Figure 6 – 7. rain Poetry. Figure 7. Poetry appearing with rain.

Figure 8. rain net. Figure 9. rain net with LeDs.



Light

….

the streetlight snapped on

a while ago. Dusk now.

i have work to do. the lake

is hard to see when it gets dark

and the bank towers lights 

come on between.

(Kay 2003, “november Song”) 5

5 guy gavriel Kay, Beyond This Dark House: Poems (toronto: Penguin Canada, 2003), 74.  
Copyright guy gavriel Kay©, 2003. reprinted by permission of Penguin group (Canada), a Division of Pearson Canada inc. 



54 55Buildings’ high demand for visibility and energy consumption for illu-

mination at night are major concerns that affect the material design 

investigations. the light prototypes are intended to make building sur-

faces brighter as well as physically correlate and balance the lighting and 

temperature level changes of the built elements in relation to atmosphere. 

For this series of prototypes, the base fabric is integrated with one of 

the following: reflective fabric, fibre-optic filaments, electroluminescent 

wire, or LeDs with sensors that detect variables of light, temperature, 

and motion throughout the day and night. the design aims to enhance 

responsive built surfaces that are part of the building’s luminous environ-

ment and highlight or reflect the changing sky conditions, as well as use 

the ambient street and traffic lights in the city. this approach to light-

responsive building materials is based on the idea of visual blending or 

the appearance and disappearance of lighting elements with the daily 

cycle, rather than buildings being permanently illuminated. 

the light poetry prototype (Figure 10) integrates lettering cut out of 

reflective fabric as part of the building façade that becomes visible or 

legible when the light source from street lights and moving cars’ head-

lights is reflected back to the viewers. the reflective fabric allows light 

reflection at wide angles from the light source and the added florescence 

increases low-light visibility of building forms and surfaces. 

the fibreoptic sky prototype (Figures 11) focuses on the visual manifesta-

tions, on a building material, of various sky conditions and their associ-

ated colour values during night and daytime, as well as in cloudy, rainy, 

clear, and sunny conditions.

in the first prototype, a lens is used to focus the image of the sky onto 

a bundle of fibreoptic filaments that are individually embedded into the 

fabric with various curvatures and fractures. the end and side-emitting 

fibreoptic filaments release the information on to the fabric’s surface, 

thereby changing its light and colour value according to the variations of 

sky conditions. 

the second variation achieves the same effect by using an electrical 

medium, a Charge Coupled Device, to transmit the sky image when using 

a fibreoptic conduit is impractical. the captured image is transmitted 

electrically to the desired location and reconstituted into the fibreoptic 

embedded material using DLP projection or LeD technology. 

the light/temperature net prototype (Figure 12) integrates high inten-

sity rgB LeD modules and microcontrollers that sense temperature 

differences. Power generated with solar cells during the day is stored and 

supplied to actuate LeDs when temperature differences are registered. 

the microcontrollers register the infrared spectrum of the material from 

its temperature in a local area and render this information in the visible 

spectrum of light. the LeD modules use a high frequency modulation to 

vary the intensity of light emitted by the red, green, and blue components 

and achieve a spectrum that can be perceived by people. the tempera-

ture of a building surface can thus vary from red, indicating hot, to blue, 

indicating cold, and green, yellow, and orange, indicating median tem-

peratures. thus the color of the building skin changes when the building 

is overheated, cooled, or subjected to atmospheric effects such as wind 

chill. it is intended that our dependency on automatic heating and cooling 

will lessen with a light net over a building, since it will be possible to know 

when the building is hot or cold.

the air pressure prototype (Figure 13) takes advantage of the flexibility 

of the electroluminescent (eL) wire and its low-level cool glow, generated 

with small DC power. an ascending or descending graphic wand whose 

strands become luminous is created when the air pressure is high or low. 

the eL wire is designed to translate barometric pressure information 

at the scale of architecture. its high visibility in smoke and fog and the 

absence of breakable filaments make the eL wire an alternative to sig-

nage for delivering graphic information on buildings. 

Figure 10. Light poetry. Figure 11. Fibreoptic sky, sunset. 
Figure 12. temperature net with LeDs. Figure 13. eL air pressure net.



winD

wind scattered light 

from cloud dappled lake 

unsettled weather, wind stirred 

great lake ontario storms. 

(Zimmerman n.d.) 7

7 John K. Zimmerman, http://www.authorsden.com/visit/viewpoetryasp?id=169790&authoriD=1514, (accessed September 

29, 2006). Copyright John K.Zimmerman ©, every effort has been made to obtain copyright permission. 



58the wind prototypes attempt to make the effects of the wind visible on a 

building façade by using the oscillating wind movement as a medium of 

design exploration. inspiration for the designs was prompted by a study 

of microscopic reverberations of the fibres, the results of which guide the 

design intent of revealing the inherent movement within the fabric. 

the first set of prototypes in this category reveals the poetry when the 

random movement patterns of the wind moves the fabric on a building 

façade. the poetry, cut on to a rigid panel with a CnC cutter, is revealed 

only when the wind pushes the fabric layer onto this rigid panel (Figure 14). 

Currently, a lamination technique is being investigated to incorporate semi-

rigid and flexible regions in the fabric to reveal the same visual effect.

wind going through a fabric causes turbulent motion of air molecules. 

the intensity of this turbulence is determined largely by the fabric’s 

structure and mechanical properties and causes surface ripple effects. 

in the wind net prototype, by proposing to adjust a fabric’s structure 

at the microscopic level, the reverberation of the fibre and the surface 

movement of the fabrics are designed to better reveal the fluid air pass-

ing through (Figure 15).

the second set of prototypes explores the energy generation capabil-

ity of wind quill modules when assembled in large numbers. these wind 

quills, oscillating like leaves in the wind, generate electricity with their 

motion. in the first prototype (Figure 16), a composite fibre wind quill 

generates electricity using electromagnetic induction and is attached to 

an LeD. excess energy is stored in a battery for latent use. 

the final prototype (Figure 17) explores the generation of localized illu-

mination in response to the random motion of a series of wind quills 

and makes the wind energy visible when integrated with light. as the 

wind modulation changes the movement of the fabric, the light pattern/

modulation also evolves, creating a dynamic fluctuation. this experi-

ment would allow visualizing large-scale turbulence that is caused by the 

wind sweeping around buildings. Currently, this prototype is powered by 

an external power source and sensors monitor the motion of quills and 

prompt microcontrollers to actuate the illumination. 

an alternative prototype integrating piezoelectric materials into the 

quills is being investigated to allow for small-scale, robust wind quill 

arrays. with a piezoelectric composite construction, electricity will be 

generated from the internal compression and tension forces that result 

from the wind quills’ motion. Figure 14. wind poetry. Figure 15. wind net.
Figure 16. wind quill and LeD . Figure 17. wind quills with LeDs.



ConCLuSion

as the day winds down the light

takes on an indirectness and the wind

blows March-like though we’re halfway

to June.

(Pierson 2002, “oblique Light”) 8

8 ruth roach Pierson. Where No Window Was, (ottawa: BuschekBooks, 2002) 26. 

Copyright ruth roach Pierson©,2002. reprinted by permission of BuschekBooks 

9 anne Michaels, Fugitive Pieces, (toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1996).

Material innovations are dealt with in the context of architecture and 

climate change in this project to remind the inhabitants of a city about 

their own contributions to the energy exchange of the spaces they occupy 

and the atmosphere around the building. Future prototypes will focus on 

revealing heat and C02 (carbon dioxide) emissions as part of the atmo-

spheric substances. as anne Michaels poignantly puts it ‘[t]here is no city 

that does not dream from its foundations’.9 
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Future ProJeCtionS



70 71

Light poetry, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry StreetSnowfall net, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry Street



72 73

Rain net with LEDs, Office building, 536 Adelaide Street WestRain doodle, Office building, 536 Adelaide Street West



74 75

Snowfall net, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry Street Rain poetry, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry Street



76 77

Wind net, Condo showroom, 29 Queen’s Quay East Light poetry, Condo showroom, 29 Queen’s Quay East



78 79

Rain doodle, Bread Factory, 2 Hanna AvenueLight net, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry Street



80 81

Rain net, Beach Shed, 2 Cherry Street Wind quills, Office building, 536 Adelaide Street West
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